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Unwavering in its singular purpose, the new Vantage is highly-focused. Its instinct is not simply to exhilarate the senses but to overwhelm them through our world-renowned design, performance and dedicated craftsmanship. Its bold, distinctive and unmistakable presence is immediately clear.

The heart of Vantage beats with a 4.0 litre twin-turbocharged V8 engine to produce that visceral Aston Martin roar, while its strong backbone of aluminium delivers exceptionally sharp, agile handling, leaving a lasting impression well beyond the drive. A rare breed and a statement of independence on the road, the name Vantage continues to embody all that is beautiful in our performance sports car range.

**VANTAGE IS A BORN PREDATOR.**

Like the archetypal hunter, everything has been finely tuned for a purpose. Masterfully, Aston Martin’s closely guarded principles of purity and beautiful proportion remain uncompromised. Sculptural forms create an athletic predatory stance, while muscular flanks and broad haunches express the agility and dynamism inherent to the car.

The nose of the clamshell bonnet is pitched towards the ground, as if hunting its prey. Distinctive and assertive features like the three-dimensional S curve surrounding the meshed grille, or the focused expression of its ultra-slim LED headlights, instantly portray Vantage’s beautifully intense visual character.

**THE ARCHETYPAL HUNTER**

**VANTAGE DEMANDS A PURPOSEFUL DESIGN.**

**ITS BOLD, DISTINCTIVE AND UNMISTAKABLE PRESENCE IS IMMEDIATELY CLEAR.**

**BEAUTIFUL WON’T BE TAMED**
Ever since the nameplate launched in the 1950s as an upgrade to the DB2, Vantage has been synonymous with performance. Since then it has become our flagship sports car. Its continued success in World Endurance Racing, as recently as 2017’s GTE Pro category class victory at Le Mans 24 Hours, has underpinned Aston Martin’s racing DNA. That pedigree is now resolutely honed for performance and contemporary style. The traditional side strake has been reinvented for more dynamic benefits, ducting air from the wheels to reduce drag. In a first for an Aston Martin production car, the underside of the car has been designed to guide airflow from the front splitter to the rear diffuser producing downforce for increased grip and enhanced stability. The signature ultra-slim rear light graphic that illuminates the full-width of the tailgate, is accentuated by the flick in the Vantage’s tail, expressing the car’s animalistic character. Vantage’s attributes are provocatively brandished in what is set to become an iconic symbol of performance.

ATHLETIC POISE AND AGILITY

Our talented engineers sought the ideal foundation for the new Vantage, crafting its frame from lightweight, bonded aluminium.

The inherent sporting agility comes from its compact dimensions, an impressive weight of just 1,530kg* and near perfect 50:50 weight distribution. A rigid subframe delivers enhanced stability for the suspension. The overwhelming benefit is beautifully responsive control behind the wheel; car and driver connecting symbiotically to deliver unrivalled excitement and dynamic drivability.

More technological innovation comes with Dynamic Torque Vectoring and an Electronic Rear Differential, linked to the Vantage’s electronic stability control system. A first for an Aston Martin, the Electronic Rear Differential’s speed and sensitivity of response enhances cornering performance, high speed stability and manoeuvrability, enabling the driver to fully explore the Vantage’s dynamic capabilities.

*Ndry weight including lightweight options
A HIGH-PERFORMANCE 4.0-LITRE V8 TWIN-TURBO IS THE POWER HOUSE AT THE HEART OF VANTAGE, POSITIONED LOW AND FURTHER BACK IN THE CHASSIS TO IMPROVE WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION AND DRIVING DYNAMICS.

Acceleration from 0-62 mph in 3.7 seconds and a speed of up to 195 mph deliver raw athleticism and an enticing performance feel.

Aston Martin engineers have tuned the induction, exhaust and engine management system to retain the truly intoxicating sound and immersive character of a naturally aspirated V8 – that unforgettable quality synonymous with an Aston Martin. In Track mode it can be felt especially, amplifying the driver’s connection with the car and unleashing the car’s track capabilities to intensify the experience in the cabin.

Effortless, inherent power comes from the V8’s extraordinary 510 PS output and 685 Nm of torque fed through Vantage’s ZF automatic transmission. The eight-speed gearbox delivers the perfect balance of performance and refinement. Such is the abundance of satisfyingly sensory experiences behind the wheel, that Vantage becomes the most justifiable of indulgences.

THE PULSING HEART


INTENSE AND BEAUTIFUL

A DRIVE SO INTENSELY FELT THAT IT DEMANDS TO BE EXPERIENCED TIME AND TIME AGAIN.

The distinctive cockpit feel is consequential of its character. A lower driving position creates a more immersive driver experience, with controls like the newly designed sport-orientated gearshift paddles optimally positioned. The gear selection buttons have been uniquely placed in the centre console, with the Aston Martin Audio System, 8” LCD screen and integrated satellite navigation all impressively reconfigured to focus around the driver.

A high performance feel throughout the interior of luxury Alcantara® and leather is the result of a timeless dedication to exquisite levels of craftsmanship. While the optional Sports Plus seats place even more emphasis on out-and-out performance driving, Vantage also impresses with its everyday usability, with 350 litres of boot space.

Race track, winding country road or the everyday commute, Vantage is an Aston Martin of outstanding class, delivering a drive so intensely felt that it demands to be experienced time and time again.

Vantage is testament to our uncompromising pursuit of beautiful.
EXTERIOR
- Lime Essence exterior paint
- Matte Black window surround finisher
- Matte Black exhaust tailpipe finish
- 20" forged wheel – Textured Dark
- Dark Anodised brake calipers

EXTERIOR
- Hyper Red exterior paint
- Gloss Black painted Body Pack
- Matte Black window surround finisher
- Matte Black exhaust tailpipe finish
- 20" forged wheel – Gloss Black
- Diamond Turned Yellow painted brake calipers

INTERIOR
- Monotone Pure Black Metallic leather
- Contrast Lime stitching
- Lime Essence painted trim inlay
- Dark Chrome interior jewellery

INTERIOR
- Monotone Copper Tan Metallic leather
- Contrast Spicy Red stitching
- 2x2 Twill Satin Carbon Fibre trim inlay
- Sahara Tan carpet
- Sports Plus Pack

ADRENALINE
A bold and extrovert combination, inspired by high-tech and contemporary sportswear. Vibrant Lime Essence injects an extra boost of energy to the sporty silhouette, reinforced by the efficient and lightweight characteristics of Carbon Fibre.

MOLTEN
The fiery mix of Hyper-Red with Gloss Black finishes evoke the heat of glowing embers turning to ash. The interior is a celebration of craftsmanship, with Copper Tan leather and a subtle red stitch linking to the exterior.

Note: Car featured in main imagery

DESIGNER SPECIFICATIONS

A bold and extrovert combination, inspired by high-tech and contemporary sportswear. Vibrant Lime Essence injects an extra boost of energy to the sporty silhouette, reinforced by the efficient and lightweight characteristics of Carbon Fibre.

The fiery mix of Hyper-Red with Gloss Black finishes evoke the heat of glowing embers turning to ash. The interior is a celebration of craftsmanship, with Copper Tan leather and a subtle red stitch linking to the exterior.

Monotone Pure Black Metallic leather
- Contrast Lime stitching
- Lime Essence painted trim inlay
- Dark Chrome interior jewellery
- Obsidian Black carpet
- Sports Plus Pack

Monotone Copper Tan Metallic leather
- Contrast Spicy Red stitching
- 2x2 Twill Satin Carbon Fibre trim inlay
- Sahara Tan carpet
- Sports Plus Pack

Note: Car featured in main imagery

A bold and extrovert combination, inspired by high-tech and contemporary sportswear. Vibrant Lime Essence injects an extra boost of energy to the sporty silhouette, reinforced by the efficient and lightweight characteristics of Carbon Fibre.

The fiery mix of Hyper-Red with Gloss Black finishes evoke the heat of glowing embers turning to ash. The interior is a celebration of craftsmanship, with Copper Tan leather and a subtle red stitch linking to the exterior.

Monotone Pure Black Metallic leather
- Contrast Lime stitching
- Lime Essence painted trim inlay
- Dark Chrome interior jewellery
- Obsidian Black carpet
- Sports Plus Pack
**EXTERIOR**

China Grey exterior paint
2x2 Twill Gloss Carbon Fibre Body Pack
Q Exterior Graphics Pack – Yellow Tang
Matte Black front grille mesh
Matte Black window surround finisher
Matte Black exhaust tailpipe finish
20” forged wheel – Textured Dark
Yellow painted brake calipers

**EXTERIOR**

White Stone exterior paint
Gloss Black painted Body Pack
Matte Black front grille mesh
Matte Black window surround finisher
Matte Black exhaust tailpipe finish
20” "Y" spoke wheel – Graphite Duotone
Orange painted brake calipers

**EXTERIOR**

Tungsten Silver exterior paint
Gloss Black exterior Body Pack
Titanium Silver front grille mesh
Bright window surround finisher
Bright exhaust tailpipe finish
20” ‘Y’ spoke wheel – Gloss Black Diamond Turned
Red painted brake calipers

**EXTERIOR**

Ultramarine Black exterior paint
Gloss Black painted Body Pack
Magnum Silver front grille mesh
Bright window surround finisher
Bright exhaust tailpipe finish
20” forged wheel – Gloss Black Diamond Turned
Black painted brake calipers

**INTERIOR**

Duotone Phantom Grey and Electron Yellow leather
Electron Yellow stitching
Placed perforation
2x2 Twill Satin Carbon Fibre trim inlay
Dark Chrome interior jewellery
Phantom Grey carpet
Sports Plus Pack

**INTERIOR**

Duotone Blue Haze Metallic and California Poppy leather
Contrast Silver stitching
White Stone painted trim inlay
Black painted brake calipers
Blue Haze carpet
Sports Plus Pack

**INTERIOR**

Duotone Obsidian Black and Spicy Red leather
Spicy Red stitching
Placed perforation
2x2 Twill Satin Carbon Fibre trim inlay
Satin Silver interior jewellery
Obsidian Black carpet
Sports Plus Pack

**INTERIOR**

Duotone Pure Black Metallic and Aurora Blue leather
Aurora Blue stitching
Placed perforation
2x2 Twill Satin Carbon Fibre trim inlay
Satin Silver interior jewellery
Aurora Blue carpet
Sports Plus Pack

**NOTE:** Car featured in main imagery
WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF Q BY ASTON MARTIN, WHERE YOU WILL FIND A RANGE OF UNIQUE ENHANCEMENTS CREATED TO ALLOW YOU TO PERSONALISE YOUR VANTAGE BEYOND THE SCOPE OF THE STANDARD OPTION RANGE.

Specially designed and engineered by Aston Martin’s in-house bespoke division, these distinctive elements have been designed to intensify the sporting prowess of Vantage even further. The collection includes exclusive interior and exterior carbon fibre enhancements, and an extended palette of leather and paint colours.

All Q by Aston Martin Collection features can be selected at the point of order, making the experience as convenient as it is exciting and unique.

To extend the personalisation of your vehicle even further, the Q by Aston Martin Commission service is available on request to interpret your own creative vision and realise a unique Aston Martin that truly reflects you.

ACCESSORIES

Crafted with the same precision and attention to detail as our cars, we have designed a new Aston Martin Accessories Collection exclusively for Vantage owners. Offering luxurious enhancements, our range of accessories provides an additional level of individuality and personalisation to the owner experience.

**PROTECTION**

Beyond statements of individuality and style, we have also crafted a range of accessories designed to protect your Vantage all year round. Tailored car covers, tyre cushions, battery conditioners and winter wheel and tyre kits are just a few of the additional items available to help maintain your Vantage in impeccable showroom condition.

**TAILORED LUGGAGE SET**

Hand tailored in England and designed uniquely to maximise the boot space in Vantage, the four-piece luggage set is the perfect addition for any journey. Available in full leather or a technical fabric with saddle leather, the collection is made up of two large and two small holdalls. The set can be extended further to include a laptop case and two flight cases and for the ultimate indulgence can even be tailored to colour match the interior of your car.

**CARBON FIBRE ENGINE COVER**

A design first for Aston Martin, the brand-new Carbon Fibre Engine Cover features a beautiful foiled Aston Martin wings badge. Fitted to the engine, the cover is a luxury finishing touch that enhances the sporting aesthetic of the Vantage’s engine area.

**WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF Q BY ASTON MARTIN, WHERE YOU WILL FIND A RANGE OF UNIQUE ENHANCEMENTS CREATED TO ALLOW YOU TO PERSONALISE YOUR VANTAGE BEYOND THE SCOPE OF THE STANDARD OPTION RANGE.**
SPECIFICATION

BODY
• True dual cockpit 2+2 seating
• Ferrofractured aluminium body structure with real panel gaps
• 100% high and low temperature bonding with weightless resistance
degree curing cycle, pressure loss, isolation and graphic closure
• Aerodynamic technical co-engineering with Technology Models Sports, Sport+ and Track

ENGINE
• 4.0 litre twin turbo V8
• 503bhp at 6000rpm
• 510ps at 6000rpm
• Final drive ratio 2.93:1
• Electronic differential (E-Diff)
• Alloy torque tube with Carbon Fibre propeller shaft

TRANSMISSION
• Fully CNC machined combustion chambers
• Dual Variable Camshaft Timing
• Fully catalysed stainless steel exhaust system
• Water-to-Air Charge Cooling
• All-alloy quad overhead cam

SUSPENSION
• Four independently designed and tuned design coil-springs, units in unit and adjustable damping
• Rear multi-link, coil springs, adjustable rear and adjustable damping
• Adaptive Damping System with 3 adjustable modes: Sport, Sport+ and Track

WHEELS AND TYRES
• 18" 9 spoke wheels, 5-hole
• Combined: 10.5 (26.8)
• Urban: 14.4 (19.7)
• Maximum speed: 195 mph (314 kph)
• Acceleration: 0-62mph (0-100km/h) in 3.7 seconds
• Maximum power: 510ps / 503bhp at 6000rpm
• Fully catalysed stainless steel exhaust system
• Water-to-Air Charge Cooling
• All-alloy quad overhead cam, 4.0 litre twin turbo V8

IN CAR ENTERTAINMENT
• Integrated satellite navigation system
• DAB & AM/FM Radio
• Parking distance display and park assist
• Side mirror tilt down on reverse
• Heated rear screen
• Memory seats
• Tyre pressure monitoring
• Automatic temperature control with dual zone climate control

FUNCTIONAL
• Capacitive touch screen panel
• Tech Pack 6,8
• First aid kit
• Second jewellery key
• Floor mats 7
• 360 degree camera 7, 8
• Electronic steering column and cruise control
• Garage door opener
• Aston Martin Tracking (Category 5)

OPTION PACKS
• Satin Silver interior jewellery
• Graphite painted rear diffuser insert and blades
• Graphite painted exterior body pack
• 20" "Y" spoke wheel - Gloss Black Diamond Turned
• 20" "Y" spoke wheel - Graphite Duotone

IN THE SPECIFICATION

SPECIFICATION

• Speed-dependent rack and pinion power-assisted steering, 2.4 turns lock-to-lock
• Electric power assisted steering rack with 13.09:1 steering ratio

EUROPEAN FUEL ECONOMY FIGURES
• Minimum fuel consumption: 245 g /km
• Combined: 10.5 (26.8)
• Urban: 14.4 (19.7)

DIMENSIONS
• Length: 4465 mm
• Wheelbase: 2704 mm
• Height: 1273 mm
• Width: 2153 mm (incl mirror caps)
• Min Dry Weight: 1530 kg (inclusive of lightweight options)

STANDARD SPECIFICATION
• Tech Pack 6,8
• First aid kit
• Second jewellery key
• Floor mats 7
• 360 degree camera 7, 8
• Electronic steering column and cruise control
• Garage door opener
• Aston Martin Tracking (Category 5)

KEYNOTES
• Tech Pack 6,8
• First aid kit
• Second jewellery key
• Floor mats 7
• 360 degree camera 7, 8
• Electronic steering column and cruise control
• Garage door opener
• Aston Martin Tracking (Category 5)
PICTURES AND WORD MARK
The cars illustrated in this brochure may include additional options not featured in this brochure or that are only available at extra cost. The Bluetooth word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG Inc and any use of such marks is under licence.

UPDATES
Aston Martin Lagonda Limited is constantly seeking ways to improve the specification, design and production of its cars and alterations take place continually. Whilst every effort is made to produce up-to-date literature, this brochure should not be regarded as an infallible guide to current products, options, accessories or specifications, nor does it constitute any offer for sale of any particular car, product, option, accessory and/or services or combination of the same.

This brochure is merely an indication of the kinds of Aston Martin products and services which may be available from time to time. The contents of this brochure represent Aston Martin Lagonda Limited’s business as a whole. Text and photographs may relate to models, specifications, options, accessories and/or services that are not available for sale in some countries or which have been superseded or are otherwise no longer available.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS
Certified figures on fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions will be determined promptly as part of the homologation and type-approval process and immediately be published on www.astonmartin.com.

Performance results quoted in this brochure are obtained under controlled test conditions (in accordance with applicable regulations) and may vary depending on the specification of the particular car, road and environmental conditions and driving style. Tyre choice may also impact on performance results, ride comfort and handling.

Published figures should be used for comparison purposes only and verification should not be attempted on public roads. No guarantee is given express or implied of performance results.

Aston Martin Lagonda Limited strongly urges that all speed laws be obeyed and that safety belts be worn at all times.

All petrol engines are fitted with a catalytic converter.

COPYRIGHT AND OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
This brochure and its contents are protected by various intellectual property rights, including without limitation, copyright, design rights and trademarks that are owned or licensed by Aston Martin. You may not copy or use this brochure or any of its contents for any commercial purpose without our prior written consent.

DISTRIBUTORS AND DEALERS
Distributors and dealers are not agents of Aston Martin Lagonda Limited and have absolutely no authority to bind Aston Martin Lagonda Limited by any express or implied undertaking or representation. Sales by dealers or agents are subject to their terms and conditions of sale.

COMPANY DETAILS
Aston Martin Lagonda Limited (company number 01199255) has its registered office at Banbury Road, Gaydon, Warwickshire, CV35 0DB, England.

Telephone: +44 (0)1926 644644

VAT Number 904 447 237

www.astonmartin.com

Part no: 707415 EN 2017

Country of Origin: England

DESIGN AND PRODUCTION
PRINT & J Walter Thompson London
Photography: Rankin
Drew Gibson